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published by temple university press ... "art of the ancestors." the survey 53 (march 1925),673. "enter the new
negro." the survey 53 (march 1925),631-634. "harlem." ... anthology of magazine verse for 1926 and yearbook
of american poetry. ed. william s. braithwaite. bibliography of the works of muna lee poetry - poetry
university of oklahoma magazine – poetry ... reviews of books - collectionshs - of the river began in 1925.
through the efforts of local business ... in this anthology of minnesota verse, mrs. schilplin has broken ground
and gathered in a large volume 205 poems by 83 persons who may be called minnesotans. a foreword
explains that minnesota, the autograph manuscripts of faulkner's the lilacs - 3. "the lilacs" first appeared
in the double dealer, 7 (june 1925), 185-187. subsequently it was selected and appeared unaltered in
anthology of magazine verse for 1925 and yearbook of american poetry, ed. william stanley braithwaite
(1925), pp. 115-118. 4. william stanley braithwaite papers - nypl archives - anthology of magazine verse
for 1958, co-edited with his friend and writer margaret ... alain locke's anthology, the new negro (1925). but
the body of ... cornell university library: william stanley braithwaite papers, 1916-1962. three linear feet. a
spanish view of modernist poetry in american periodicals ... - revista de occidente , 1925), by enrique
díez-canedo enrique díez-canedo, gayle rogers the journal of modern periodical studies, volume 3, number 1,
2012, pp. ... (sign, literally “index”), a short-lived but influential avant-garde magazine in madrid. a translator
of figures ranging from whitman to verlaine, h. g. wells to heinrich heine ... john holmes, 1904-62
bibliography - anthology of magazine verse for 1935. ed by alan f. pater. new york: poetry digest association,
1936 (“whose name was writ in water” p 73; “legend and truth” p 73; “testament” p 74). anthology of
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genevieve taggard papers 1881-2001 (bulk 1920-1948) msscol ... - letters of genevieve taggard,
1925-1943.special collections, university of virginia ... an anthology of verse from the masses and the liberator
(1925) and circumference: varieties of metaphysical verse (1929). ... literary digest, century magazine,
harper’s, the lyric west, the measure: a journal of poetry, christian science monitor, the ... harlem
renaissance, vol. 1 - rdsinc - in 1925 (expanded from a special issue of survey graphic). black writers had
appeared in yearbooks such as william stanley braithwaite’s anthology of magazine verse (beginning in 1913),
but johnson’s and locke’s were volumes devoted almost exclu-sively to african american writers. johnson was
foreword ms 386 belle christie critchett papers - the anthology of magazine verse chose critchett’s poem
“voices” for inclusion in their annual publication. the following year the texas book of poets included her poem
“co-operation.” critchett’s other interests included vocal and instrumental music and working with children.
between the covers rare booksbetween the covers rare books - between the covers rare booksbetween
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independent online ... new yorker in 1925, as drawn by irvin, the first art director of the magazine, a brief
history of haiku in the united states - a brief history of haiku in the united states jim kacian the first wave
america’s first haiku, like nearly everyone else’s, were translations of japanese originals, and ... others: an
anthology of the new verse (knopf, 1917). 10. ... haiku magazine 6.1&2 (1974). 27. in this blaze of sun (first
haiku press, 1975).
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